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Gods, you have got to love the Setites. The book shows how the Antideluvians have tricked all the

other stupid clans into thinking poor innocent Set (those gods of darkness always get the bad raps

you know..) is the bad guy. Set however, shows how much he looooves humans (in more than a

yum yum smorgasborg kinda way) and that he is actually trying to prevent G'henna..or at least until

his archenemy Ra burns out....that stupid sun. Once reading this clanbook, all will realize that those

Setites are the true champions of justice! Go Set!

To my knowledge this is the best clanbook. I haven't seen such indepth history of a clan from any of

the others, plus it has all those cool merits/flaws, and the neat templates that give you good hints as

to the type of personality a setite would have. The Setites are one of the coolest clans and although

they aren't "GOOD" persay they aren't the run of the mill, flat as paper background baddies either.It

just leaves the mind to wonder how any clan could compete with the setites :) shnoogens!

You have to love the Setites, mainly because they have something I feel the others don't, an honest

to goodness goal. And they aren't the "evil" little things you would love to turn into a belt or anything

(but they are by no means "good"). This book gave a detailed history on the clan's history, offers



clan merits/flaws, and has a few stories that bring on the laughter. I felt the authors could have

elaborated more on Set himself, but nevertheless, this is an excellant buy.

Those Wacky Setites! This book is one big Sob story about how all the other clans (meanies that

they are) MADE them do all the evil stuff. But once you get past that and stop laughing (which took

me quite a while) the book provides useful info on setite paths, rituals, merits/flaws, etc. A good

book, but for me it was better to set the mood than to have practicle use. It could have told us a bit

more about Set himself.

Well, not quite what I exptected, but good, none the less. It has a complete (well, as complete as

you'll get) history of the clan, as well as plans for the future. There is some rather usefull information

in the book, unlike the Lasombra book (which is full of a bunch of self-righteous lies!). Also has two

cool new paths, as well. Set will take the world down with him, so all you gringo antediluvians watch

your back!
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